Standards

This guide illustrates how to use the Standards home page, a searchable database of over 50 sets of standards, including Common Core and state standards sets.

**SEARCH FOR STANDARDS**

Find the Standards home page by selecting the **"Standards"** button on the left side bar.

Search by State

To find all standards for a specific state, select the blue "Map View" link > select the state you're interested in from the interactive map that appears. The system will display all of the standard sets for that state, and you can select any standard set to view it in detail.

Search by Standard or Topic

To find a specific standard set, use the drop downs in the Select from a List table to search by Standard Set or by Topic. The system will jump to the home page by the standard set you specify.

From a standard set's home page, you can drill down through the sections to view specific standards. Use the resource icon jump to LRC resources that apply to a standard you're interested in.
**FLAG A STANDARDS SET**

Flagging a standard set creates a direct link to the set in the Your Flagged Standards table on the Standards home page.

Refine your search by grade or keyword > select "Search." The system will only display specific standards within the set that meet your criteria.

Check to flag this set of standards.

Drill down through the standard set to view a specific standard.

Select the resource icon to jump to relevant resources in the LRC.

It will also add a direct link to the set on the home page for any relevant measure. You can find the link on the measure’s home page, by selecting the "Learning Resources" button > selecting the "Standards" link. The system will display all relevant standards sets that you’ve flagged.